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World History (HIST12800)
To be used for Authentic Self Project (10%) and Final Term Paper (20%) 




























































How to Build Your Creation Story
1. Accumulate your knowledge: throughout the term, you will build your 

creation story based on your ancient ancestors.  
2. Be creative: create a unique, artistic, or exciting project around your 

creation story to share with the class in the last 2 weeks of the term. You 
may use parts of this to build your final term paper.

3. Seven Principles: demonstrate good incorporation of the Seven 
Grandfather teachings in your work and when receiving the gift of 
classmates’ stories.

4. Be authentic: your story should include important concepts about world 
history that were likely meaningful to your ancestors.

5. Synthesize information: make as many connections as you can to 
historical figures, places, routes, events, environments as discussed in 
our textbook, course materials and activities.

6. Circle the items in this workbook kit that you cover in your Authentic Self 
Project and Final Term Paper, and precisely cite your sources next to 
those items. 




























































My Creation Story and Archetypes

1. I will create a list of the ancient figures that may have made a 
significant impact on my ancestors and my heritage. They may 
come from stories of religious, mythical, political, heroic, evil 
figures, creatures, etc.

2. I will integrate these important ancient figures into a story about 
where, how, when, where, etc. my people came into existence.
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The Environment of My Ancestors
1. What was the original name of my ancient ancestral lands?
2. What might have my ancient ancestors’ environment looked like?
3. Are there maps or other mnemonic records to indicate what that 

environment was like?
4. How did this environment affect our ancient agriculture/food?
5. How did my ancestors manipulate the natural environment?
6. What types of  buildings did my ancestors create? What did our 

homes, market places, leisure places, sacred places, etc. look like?
7. What types of opportunities or challenges did the natural 

environment pose to my ancestors?
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The Ancient Language Group of My Ancestors 

Circle probable 
groups on the map.

Research my 
language group(s).

How might the 
geography have 
impacted the 
language in these 
areas?




























































The Society of My Ancestors

1. What does my ancestors’ family structure look like (average family 
unit size, number of generations in one household, etc)?

2. How do our elders educate the young?

3. What are gender relations like for my ancestral community?

4. What customs surround births, coming-of-age, dating, marriages, 
funerals, etc?
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Spiritual Practices of My Ancestors
1. What might our indigenous spiritual practices have been like before 

World Religions were introduced?

2. How were the spiritual practices of my ancestors affected by World 
Religions?

3. What types of syncretic practices exist in my community due to the 
influx of World Religions?

4. What aspects of my ancestral ceremonies or celebrations exist now?
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Government of My Ancestors
1. Who were our famous rulers and what were they like?

2. How did they claim legitimacy to rule?

3. What was the governing structure like?

4. Were there factions or disputes over rule?

5. What types of things did my ancient government do to ensure the 
safety and prosperity of my people? 
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Ancestral Technology and Innovation

1. What types of tools did my ancient ancestors create to better our 
lives?

2. What types of collective learning devices did my ancestors create to 
pass down good thoughts and effective practices?

3. What types ancient tools and techniques do my people still use or 
practice today?
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Trade and Wars My Ancestors Engaged In

1. Who were our friends: What communities did my ancestors meet, 
marry, trade with, create alliances with, etc?

2. What other communities resemble my ancestral community?

3. Who were our enemies: what communities did my ancestors war 
with? What was the nature of the conflict? How did it end (still 
going)? What types of things did we do to ensure peace and the 
preservation of our people?
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Ancestral Plagues and Famines
1. What types of famines did my ancestors endure?

2. What types of ancestral medicines or curative treatments do we 
use?

3. How did my ancestors endure the Little Ice Age?

4. What long-term effects did these major devastations have on my 
people?

5. What did my people learn from my ancestors’ challenges?
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Impact of the Columbian Exchange:

1. How did the 15th century (CE) European colonization of the 
Americas affect my ancestors?

2. How did the global shift in colonial power affect my people and the 
global ecosystem?

3. How did the Atlantic Slave Trade affect my ancestors?
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Mapping My Ancestors’ and My Journey

1. I will explain the long journey that caused my ancient ancestors to leave 
their place of origin, important places where they stayed for long periods 
of time, and how their journey eventually led to my current home.

2. I will weave in the names of the indigenous people of the areas my 
ancestors have lived and where I currently call home (https://native-
land.ca/)

3. I will Illustrate my journey on a map (use the Blank World map in Moodle
or create something else beyond the Mercator map!).
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(notes: Class articles, textbook, primary sources, community leader source, academic journal, website, class lecture)











